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---

melissa thompson @mmt98

Students - don’t miss this chance to learn about this unique employment experience in tonight’s #MacroSW chat. Travel Social Work! 15 minutes to go! Be mindful of chat etiquette & have your questions ready!

---

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @spcummings: Hi #MacroSW folks! I'll be hosting tonight's #MacroSW chat on travel social work with our Guest Expert this week: @Travel_M...

---

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ

First Twitter chat. Fingers crossed...I have no idea what I'm doing! #MacroSW

---

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍩 🤖 @spcummings

#MacroSW Chat starts in 10 minutes!! https://t.co/FFVQ1z8g2N

---

Kemt @Kemt45669330

@spcummings @Travel_MSW Looking forward to the topic tonight! Erika MSW from MU #macrosw
Steven @Steven83711208
Hi, my name is Steven. I am working on my BSW at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. I am excited to be a part of today's chat. #MacroSW

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
This is my first time participating in a tweet chat. Looking forward to it. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
Hi Everyone, please forgive the soon to be flurry of tweets over the next hour, the @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW twitter chat begins in 7 minutes :-) https://t.co/1V9r9I7s56

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@spcumings #macrosw https://t.co/KKtPkCRV3f

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144
Hello everyone. My name is Jesse Medina and I am an MSW student and CSU Dominguez Hills. I look forward to todays chat #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
@Steven83711208 Welcome! :-) #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Joining the #MacroSW chat in 5! https://t.co/aaP3I8QNbb https://t.co/16ljcQKoRk

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@TheMattSchwartz @OfficialMacroSW Yay! Excited that @TheMattSchwartz will be joining #macrosw tonight!
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
@nancy_kusmaul  @OfficialMacroSW  Daw you're making me blush #MacroSW :-) https://t.co/UgDpa5hsMu

Jennifer Merica  @MericaJennifer  an hour ago
Hi Everyone! Jennifer Merica an MSW student from UB #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW  @nancy_kusmaul  an hour ago
RT  @UBSSW: Joining the #MacroSW chat in 5! https://t.co/aaP3I8QNNb https://t.co/16jicqKrK

aubree  @aubree0119  an hour ago
Excuse my tweets. #macrosw chat is about to start!! https://t.co/AY27VXLt3X

Hunter Sr.  @shawn_vincentj  an hour ago
RT  @KKolivoski: Now **this** is social work in action! So, so proud of you, @trulesiazhane! 😇#MacroSW #socialwork @husswcapp #ElevateSocial...

Stephen Cummings LISW  @spcummings  an hour ago
Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/63HrCeYoTE

#MacroSW Moderator  @OfficialMacroSW  an hour ago
be there or be square! (excuse all our extra tweets during the #MacroSW chat)

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
RT  @spcummings: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/63HrCeYoTE

Rachel Grandits  @granditsra  an hour ago
Hi everyone! I'm in the MSW prog at UB! #MacroSW
RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: be there or be square! (excuse all our extra tweets during the #MacroSW chat) https://t.co/tH4YVvaLEg

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/63HrCeYoTE

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings
Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRPWFt. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRPWFt. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings
Tonight’s topic is about Travel Social Work (TSW). #MacroSW https://t.co/Zd8p5Kofyx

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/63HrCeYoTE

mswstudentean @mswstudentean
Hi I am with the MSW program at UB, here for the chat. What types of populations do travel social workers usually work with? #MacroSW

Karen @kareznzgoda
HELLO EVERYONE! #MacroSW https://t.co/Esjkzi9qgW

Barbara King @barbarak8924
Hi everyone! #MacroSW #mswcsudh
Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@OfficialMacroSW Speaking in my best Samuel L. Jackson voice-
"What does Social Work look like?" #MacroSW

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW chat is starting!

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍴 🙌 @spcummings
Our guest expert tonight is J the Roving Social Worker.
@Travel_MSW #MacroSW!

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
Excited to be participating in macrosw chat!
https://t.co/DdEUM1eKzf

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
Hi everyone, my name is Becky, I am a part time MSW student
from UB. This is my first twitter chat. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🌐 @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRpWFt.
#MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🌐 @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: Tonight’s topic is about Travel Social Work
(TSW). #MacroSW https://t.co/Zd8p5Kofyx

Nikkia Spencer @NikkiaTaShawn11
Hi everyone! I’m Nikkia and I’m at @UBSSW #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRpWFt.
#MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Tonight's topic is about Travel Social Work (TSW). #MacroSW https://t.co/Zd8p5Kofyx

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Our guest expert tonight is J the Roving Social Worker. @Travel_MSW #MacroSW!

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍩 🧑‍⚕️ @spcummings
If you are new to the chats, we have a blog post to help you out: https://t.co/5QvPjCEKCm #MacroSW

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLFerri2
Heyyyy everyone! I'm currently a MSW student from University at Buffalo. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🧑‍⚕️ @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: If you are new to the chats, we have a blog post to help you out: https://t.co/5QvPjCEKCm #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍩 🧑‍⚕️ @spcummings
Before we begin, let's all take a moment for introductions. At 9:10 I'll introduce our expert, and we'll get started! #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Tonight's topic is about Travel Social Work (TSW). #MacroSW https://t.co/Zd8p5Kofyx

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: If you are new to the chats, we have a blog post to help you out: https://t.co/5QvPjCEKCm #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Learn all about us at https://t.co/dPfKZRpWFt. #MacroSW

Krysta K @Krysta95026489
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Hello @spcummings! My name is @Krysta95026489. Brand new to twitter and first time chatting. I am a social work student at the University of Alaska Fairbanks and am graduating this May with my BA. Excited to try twitter! #MacroSW

aubree @aubree0119
I'm Aubree, in my second year of the MSW/MPH program @UBSSW #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Before we begin, let's all take a moment for introductions. At 9:10 I’ll introduce our expert, and we’ll get started! #Macr...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcummings
I'm Stephen, a #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW https://t.co/RhkgeoQm03

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @acosaorg: #MacroSW chat is starting! https://t.co/2nEsYBIVeO

ACOSA @acosaorg
Good evening! My name is Zane and I’m on the ACOSA handle tonight #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙️ @spcummings
Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @PoliSW #MacroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
Linda Grobman, pub/editor of The New Social Worket magazine and #MacroSW media partner.

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
Hi All! I'm @nancy_kusmaul, assistant professor @umbc, @mdsocialwork . I'm a @UBSSW alum, shouting out to all the students tonight but especially the ones from @UBSSW. Tweeting from Dallas, TX tonight. #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@Richard_G_Boyer @OfficialMacroSW BUT WHICH ONE #MacroSW https://t.co/NwWEfvsQt9

JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
Hi #MacroSW, and @travel_MSW, so curious about travel SW! I’m a student at UBSSW, and I’m excited to be participating in my first chat

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Hi, I'm Pat Shelly from @UBSSW and I'll be on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙️ @spcummings
I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw. #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: I’m Stephen, a #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW
https://t.co/RhkgeoQm03

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚬ @TheMattSchwartz
Hi Everyone! I'm Matt Schwartz, I'm an Alum of the @UBSSW, living and working in #BuffaLOVE NY. I'm in both Public and Private Practice. I work at a community mental health clinic during the day and have a private solutions focused & macro practice by night :-) #MacroSW https://t.co/DEqltWV6jZ

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Our guest expert tonight is J the Roving Social Worker. @Travel_MSW #MacroSW!

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Krysta95026489: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Hello @spcummings ! My name is @Krysta95026489 . Brand new to twitter and first time chatt...

Rachel Grandits @granditsra
Ahh I'm excited, I want to travel with my degree, just not sure how to get involved, hmm.. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ ⬇ @spcummings
Zane May @PraxisPod is handling the @acosaorg handle. #MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Richard_G_Boyer from Millersville University MSW, Lancaster,Pa #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@Krysta95026489 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome Krysta! #macrosw

RT @TheMattSchwartz: Hi Everyone! I'm Matt Schwartz, I'm an Alum of the @UBSSW, living and working in #BuffaLOVE NY. I'm in both Public and...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
Hello everyone! My name is J and I am "The Roving Social Worker" I have set up 5 Qs tonight more #MacroSW centered, it u have more Qs after the chat plz @Travel_MSW & use #MacroSW & #TSW so ppl can keep following https://t.co/VjKwBDZ291

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Hi Everyone! I'm Matt Schwartz, I'm an Alum of the @UBSSW, living and working in #BuffaLOVE NY. I'm in both Public and...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Hi, I'm Pat Shelly from @UBSSW and I'll be on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
Before we start, some tips! Tip Number One: Include "#MacroSW" with all your tweets, so we can see you! https://t.co/RDvuZ0LuQR

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Hi, I'm Pat Shelly from @UBSSW and I'll be on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight! #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @JenMunoz16: Hi #MacroSW, and @travel_MSW, so curious about travel SW! I’m a student at UBSSW, and I’m excited to be participating in m...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

@Krysta95026489 @spcummings Welcome, Krysta - Alaska! Great to have you join us! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚹 @TheMattSchwartz

Three cheers for Pat and the @UBSSW who put on an INCREDIBLE Symposium last week! #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul

@OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW Hi @PatShellySSW #macrosw!

mswstudentean @mswstudentean

RT @spcummings: If you are new to the chats, we have a blog post to help you out: https://t.co/5QvPjCEKCm #MacroSW

Barbara King @barbarak8924

RT @granditsra: Ahh I’m excited, I want to travel with my degree, just not sure how to get involved, hmm.. #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @acosaorg: Good evening! My name is Zane and I’m on the ACOSA handle tonight #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @spcummings: I’m Stephen, a #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW

https://t.co/RhkgeoQm03
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummins: I’m Stephen, a #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW
https://t.co/RhkgeoQm03

Stephen Cummings LISW 📡 ❣️ @spcummins
Thank you for joining us tonight, J!! #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummins: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndauhter @VilissaThompson @PoliSW #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@aubree0119 @UBSSW Welcome back Aubree! #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @newsocialworker: Linda Grobman, pub/editor of The New Social Worket magazine and #MacroSW media partner.

Stephen Cummings LISW 📡 ❣️ @spcummins
RT @Travel_MSW: Hello everyone! My name is J and I am "The Roving Social Worker" I have set up 5 Qs tonight more #MacroSW centered, it u ha...

CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11
@spcummins @OfficialMacroSW I'm Caitlin, MSW student from University at Buffalo #MacroSW

elizabeth townley @elizatownley
@spcummins Hi! I'm Liz and I'm a first year MSW student at @RutgersSSW! This is my first #MacroSW chat and I'm excited to be here!
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Richard_G_Boyer @spcummings Hi, Richard! #macroSW
Millersville U is such a good source of participants!

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: Hello everyone! My name is J and I am "The Roving Social Worker" I have set up 5 Qs tonight more #MacroSW centered, it u ha...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚕ @TheMattSchwartz
@Travel_MSW #IKnowYou #TwitterFamous #MacroSW
https://t.co/BieR05Q2tH

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚕ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Travel_MSW: Hello everyone! My name is J and I am "The Roving Social Worker" I have set up 5 Qs tonight more #MacroSW centered, it u ha...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
One more thing before we get to the chat: #MacroSW is on Patreon, Your support will enable us to expand our work and continue the chats. You can become a patron at https://t.co/7EwjtsRYk.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: @Richard_G_Boyer @OfficialMacroSW BUT WHICH ONE #MacroSW https://t.co/NwWEfvsQt9

Barbara King @barbarak8924
RT @spcummings: Thank you for joining us tonight, J!! #MacroSW https://t.co/tufny1HtnP
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠️ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW Hi @PatShellySSW #macrowsw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda an hour ago
Special welcome to our graduating students in that final stretchhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh of their LAST SEMESTER! #MACROSW

Stephen Cummings LISW 🎤 @spcummings an hour ago
If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/7EwjtgsRYk.

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul an hour ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Three cheers for Pat and the @UBSSW who put on an INCREDIBLE Symposium last week! #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎤 @Travel_MSW an hour ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Hi Everyone! I'm Matt Schwartz, I'm an Alum of the @UBSSW, living and working in #BuffaLOVE NY. I'm in both Public and...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda an hour ago
RT @spcummings: Before we begin, let’s all take a moment for introductions. At 9:10 I’ll introduce our expert, and we’ll get started! #Macr...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda an hour ago
RT @spcummings: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @PoliSW #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda an hour ago
RT @newsocialworker: Linda Grobman, pub/editor of The New Social Worket magazine and #MacroSW media partner.
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW an hour ago
@nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW @PatShellySSW Hi Nancy! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson an hour ago
RT @spcummings: One more thing before we get to the chat: #MacroSW is on Patreon, Your support will enable us to expand our work and contin...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings an hour ago
Now, let’s get started! #MacroSW https://t.co/mw4imHjQ2p

Barbara King @barbarak8924 an hour ago
RT @spcummings: If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/7EwjtgSRYk.

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker an hour ago
RT @Travel_MSW: Hello everyone! My name is J and I am "The Roving Social Worker" I have set up 5 Qs tonight more #MacroSW centered, it u ha...

aubree @aubree0119 an hour ago
@karenzgoda @UBSSW Thanks Karen, I commute to Buffalo on Thursdays and I’m usually too tired to put together coherent tweets at this hour! :-) #MacroSW https://t.co/qv4UNPFGfx

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda an hour ago
@newsocialworker Great to see you tonight Linda! Are you at SWDE? #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🎤 @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @karenzgoda: Special welcome to our graduating students in that final stretchhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh of their LAST SEMESTER! #MACROSW https://t.co/....
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Special welcome to our graduating students in that final stretchhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh of their LAST SEMESTER! #MACROSW https://t....

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚒ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: One more thing before we get to the chat: #MacroSW is on Patreon, Your support will enable us to expand our work and contin...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi All! I'm @nancy_kusmaul, assistant professor @umbc, @mdsocialwork . I'm a @UBSSW alum, shouting out to all the stude...

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
Don Rohrman MSW Student Millersville University #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚒ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Now, let's get started! #MacroSW https://t.co/mw4imHjQ2p

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
Tonight’s guest expert is @Travel_MSW, J the Roving Social Worker! Welcome to the chat, and please tell us a little about yourself! #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. ⚒ @Travel_MSW
PLZ support & thank you #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aubree0119: @karenzgoda @UBSSW Thanks Karen, I commute to Buffalo on Thursdays and I'm usually too tired to put together coherent tweet...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Melissa92098534 @spcummings Love that you're a newbie! Hope we "convert" you to being a regular on the #MacroSW chat!

RovingSocialWorker J.?option="_blank" title="" @Travel_MSW
RT @karenzgoda: Special welcome to our graduating students in that final stretchhhhhhhhhhhhhhh of their LAST SEMESTER! #MACROSW https://t....

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
Hi I'm Caitlin, MSW student from Millersville University in PA
#MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@OfficialMacroSW @spcummings All of my classmates are phenomenal #MacroSW #TSW

Ligaya Loyola #SaveODAAT @LigayaLoyola
RT @spcummings: One more thing before we get to the chat: #MacroSW is on Patreon, Your support will enable us to expand our work and contin...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Happy April, y'all! Popping on to see the conversation as I write out ideas for a new project I'm brainstorming. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 👣 @spcummings
@karenzgoda @newsocialworker If she is, she's the first one!! #MacroSW

Ligaya Loyola #SaveODAAT @LigayaLoyola
RT @VilissaThompson: Happy April, y'all! Popping on to see the conversation as I write out ideas for a new project I’m brainstorming. #Macr...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@kylie44164448 @spcummings Hello, Kylie! #MacroSW

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
Hi everyone! My name is Jameelah and I am a MSW student from UB #MacroSW

Amber Ried @amber_ried
Hi all! My name is Amber Ried and I am currently a graduate student at the University at Buffalo School of Social Work #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Happy April, y'all! Popping on to see the conversation as I write out ideas for a new project I'm brainstorming. #Macr...

Karen🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda @nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW Welcome back Nancy, I hope you brought BBQ! #MacroSW https://t.co/2GEXkdsYxc

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi All! I'm @nancy_kusmaul, assistant professor @umbc, @mdsocialwork. I'm a @UBSSW alum, shouting out to all the stude...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: One more thing before we get to the chat: #MacroSW is on Patreon, Your support will enable us to expand our work and contin...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz @Jmasaed1 Welcome to #MacroSW :-)

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript/?hashtag=MacroSW&fdate=4%2F4%2F2019&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@newsocialworker @karenzgoda Good to see you Linda! #macroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Special welcome to our graduating students in that final stretchhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh of their LAST SEMESTER! #MACROSW https://t....

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: I’m Stephen, a #MacroSW partner and Clinical Assistant Professor at @UISchoolofSW #MacroSW https://t.co/RhkgeoQm03

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☑️ @TheMattSchwartz @OfficialMacroSW @Melissa92098534 @spcummings It happened to me #MacroSW is a Gateway to #TwitterChats

Barbara King @barbarak8924
Hi everyone I’m a first years msw student at California state university Dominguez Hills! Very excited about this topic #MacroSW #mswcsudh

Stephen Cummings LISW 🎙️ ⬇️ @spcummings
Question 1 is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
Hey #macrosw- just giving a shout out to the NASW Virtual Forum on Trauma https://t.co/71ov1hXpFz a completely online conference happening this June.
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @OfficialMacroSW @Melissa92098534 @spcumings It happened to me #MacroSW is a Gateway to #TwitterChats

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker @karenzgoda No I'm not, Karen. #MacroSW https://t.co/7vcgx7MXbc

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @JenMunoz16 @karenzgoda @Travel_MSW Welcome, Jen - glad you can join, and hopefully this will not be the last #MacroSW chat for you -

Adrienne Garr 🌟 @adiennecgarr #MacroSW is a gateway chat

Stephen Cummings LISW 🍌 🎙️ @spcumings Q1: What practice settings would Travel Social Workers (TSW) best fit? #MacroSW https://t.co/jL05BG1XIf

Barbara King @barbarak8924
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hey #macrosw- just giving a shout out to the NASW Virtual Forum on Trauma https://t.co/71ov1hXpFz a completely online co...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎤 @Travel_MSW #MacroSW I have been a TSW for 2 years, currently in PHX, AZ working PM shifts in the ED as an ED/Trauma MSW. Licensed in 3 states. Mom to a toddler, wife to a future SWer. DSW student w/ @WaldenU & currently working on a contract (In may) with @ABStaffing IG: @ travel_msw
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
For those interested in my #MacroSW beats tonight, I'm listening to my Meditation Groove channel on @pandoramusic
https://t.co/2QZM2tMeQ5

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW an hour ago
Always a pleasure to see you and have you BEAR with us, Matt!
#MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
RT @spcummings: Q1: What practice settings would Travel Social Workers (TSW) best fit? #MacroSW https://t.co/jL05BG1XIf

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul an hour ago
RT @adriennegarr: #MacroSW is a gateway chat
https://t.co/O55oayEZvP

aubree @aubree0119 an hour ago
A1: I think rural areas, where there are shortages! #MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer @spcummings A1. Because of the growing population of the elderly, I would say that Hospice & Palliative Care will have a high demand for social workers. #MacroSW #TSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker @spcummings @karenzgoda Not this year! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW an hour ago
RT @spcummings: I also want to thank our chat contributors
Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw. #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @kareenzgoda
@newsocialworker We'll keep you company! #MacroSW
https://t.co/JfEKD0lZA5

ACOSA @acosaorg
#MacroSW question 1 is up!

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙 @Travel_MSW
RT @VilissaThompson: Happy April, y'all! Popping on to see the conversation as I write out ideas for a new project I’m brainstorming. #Macr...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW I have been a TSW for 2 years, currently in PHX, AZ working PM shifts in the ED as an ED/Trauma MSW. Licensed in 3...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jmasaed1: Excited to be participating in #macrosw chat!
https://t.co/DdEUM1eKzf

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings A1: Travel social work would be appropriate for any setting that experiences extreme shortages of workers but does not require extensive knowledge of local resources. #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙 @Travel_MSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hey #macrosw- just giving a shout out to the NASW Virtual Forum on Trauma https://t.co/71ov1hXpFz a completely online co...
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚓ @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
A1 I'm not really sure. It's been wonderful following @Travel_MSW & getting an idea of the field. I would say positions where the contact with patients isn't expected to last over years, or where agencies need assistance in change process, grant writing, adjusting to TIC #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚓ @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
RT @adriennecgarr: #MacroSW is a gateway chat https://t.co/O55oayEZvP

RovingSocialWorker J. ☕ @Travel_MSW  an hour ago
RT @spcumings: Q1: What practice settings would Travel Social Workers (TSW) best fit? #MacroSW https://t.co/jL05BG1XIf

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  an hour ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Three cheers for Pat and the @UBSSW who put on an INCREDIBLE Symposium last week! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ ☔ @spcumings  an hour ago
I'd say that sounds right! #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  an hour ago
RT @spcumings: Q1: What practice settings would Travel Social Workers (TSW) best fit? #MacroSW https://t.co/jL05BG1XIf

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  an hour ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 I'm not really sure. It's been wonderful following @Travel_MSW & getting an idea of the field. I would say position...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ ☔ @spcumings  an hour ago
RT @aubree0119: A1: I think rural areas, where there are shortages! #MacroSW
Karen 💐 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW I have been a TSW for 2 years, currently in PHX, AZ working PM shifts in the ED as an ED/Trauma MSW. Licensed in 3...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Q1: What practice settings would Travel Social Workers (TSW) best fit? #MacroSW https://t.co/jL05BG1XIf

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW I have been a TSW for 2 years, currently in PHX, AZ working PM shifts in the ED as an ED/Trauma MSW. Licensed in 3...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🚶‍♂️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Always a pleasure to see you and have you BEAR with us, Matt! #MacroSW https://t.co/lyt31ezhXv

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙️ @spcummings
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: Travel social work would be appropriate for any setting that experiences extreme shortages of workers bu...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: I'd say that sounds right! #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co/ZoP7hvknvS

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW I have been a TSW for 2 years, currently in PHX, AZ working PM shifts in the ED as an ED/Trauma MSW. Licensed in 3...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @aubree0119: A1: I think rural areas, where there are shortages! #MacroSW

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLferri2
A1: They would be especially helpful in areas where people have less access to resources and outreach is limited. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 I'm not really sure. It's been wonderful following @Travel_MSW & getting an idea of the field. I would say position...

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hey #macrosw- just giving a shout out to the NASW Virtual Forum on Trauma https://t.co/71ov1hXpFz a completely online co...

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
Hi, this is Margaret from the University at Buffalo. Looking forward to tonight #macrosw

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Happy April, y'all! Popping on to see the conversation as I write out ideas for a new project I’m brainstorming. #Macr...

RovingSocialWorker J.🎙@Travel_MSW
#MacroSW Yes, three of my contracts have been in rural areas to fill in service gaps. My current is in the 5th (?) largest city in the US (PHX) so we are often used in urban areas to meet growing hospital needs.
Donald Rohrman @DonaldRohrman
Don’t know, maybe Doctors Without Borders? International Social Work with international organizations like the U.N. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Yes, three of my contracts have been in rural areas to fill in service gaps. My current is in the 5th (?) largest...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Yes, three of my contracts have been in rural areas to fill in service gaps. My current is in the 5th (?) largest...

Nikkia Spencer @NikkiTaShawn11
@spcummings A1: I think TSW’s would be best in healthcare settings where there are frequent shortages of employees that can affect the care of those they serve. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☄️ @TheMattSchwartz
(For those unfamiliar, please forgive the term "patients" - as a social worker whose day job is in behavioral *healthcare* at a community clinic, we’ve made the shift from client to patient, to reflect the healthcare part) #MacroSW

RyphamMu @RyphamMu
@spcummings A1. Travel social work would be appropriate in acute care triage settings to provide disposition outcomes for vulnerable populations #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@adriennecgarr @spcummings @UBSSW Hi, Adrienne! Good to see you again - #macroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: Travel social work would be appropriate for any setting that experiences extreme shortages of workers bu...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings
RT @NikkiaTaShawn11: @spcummings A1: I think TSW’s would be best in healthcare settings where there are frequent shortages of employees th...

RovingSocialWorker J.🎙@Travel_MSW
#MacroSW Yes, TSWs do find more medical based positions, however 2 of my contracts were in mental health as a therapist. I've also worked in LTC.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A1 I'm not really sure. It's been wonderful following @Travel_MSW & getting an idea of the field. I would say position...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: (For those unfamiliar, please forgive the term "patients" - as a social worker whose day job is in behavioral *healthc...

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Magstou: Hi, this is Margaret from the University at Buffalo. Looking forward to tonight #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW☕🎙@spcummings
RT @RyphamMu: @spcummings A1. Travel social work would be appropriate in acute care triage settings to provide disposition outcomes for vul...
Adrienne Garrr @adriennecgarr @acosaorg A1. Consultation type positions where program/policy assessments, formulation, development or evaluation needs to be done. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul RT @NikkiaTaShawn11: @spcummings A1: I think TSW’s would be best in healthcare settings where there are frequent shortages of employees tha...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @spcummings: I'd say that sounds right! #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co/ZoP7hvknU5

Barbara King @bararak8924 A1: crisis situations... trainings that other places have worked extensively in and trying to take that into other areas? #MacroSW

CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11 @spcummings Where ever there is a need and a shortage, such as rural areas and hospitals. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings A1: Travel social work would be appropriate for any setting that experiences extreme shortages of workers bu...

Rachel Grandits @granditsra *destigmatization #macrosw

Jennifer Merica @MericaJennifer A1: I think particularly in areas that barriers are presented to access resources, Medical SWs, Community Educators, Crisis work #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@acosaorg Hi Zane - participating from Kansas, yes? #MacroSW

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1. Just about any service line experiencing growth would benefit from traveling swks to assist until formal operational supports could be put in place. HealthCare Case managers are in short supply especially w/in rural smaller hospitals. Behavioral Health care. #MacroSw

Krysta K @Krysta95026489
@aubree0119 @OfficialMacroSW Agreed! Rural Alaska would be an interesting place to practice #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ți ț @TheMattSchwartz
RT @adriennecgarr: @acosaorg A1. Consultation type positions where program/policy assessments, formulation, development or evaluation need...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Yes, TSWs do find more medical based positions, however 2 of my contracts were in mental health as a therapist. I'...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @adriennecgarr: #MacroSW is a gateway chat https://t.co/O55oayEZvP

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
Unfortunately this is not the case, prep work is required to be successful. In rural areas knowing resources can be easier because there is less available. A good department has a resource guide or hard drive. #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings  
an hour ago
If you haven't seen it yet, @Travel_MSW wrote this week's blog post! #MacroSW https://t.co/SoTgjCKTCX

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🎙️@TheMattSchwartz  
an hour ago
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Yes, three of my contracts have been in rural areas to fill in service gaps. My current is in the 5th (?) largest...

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ  
an hour ago
A1: I had never even heard of a travel social worker before this chat. But the first thing I thought of was a crisis response team like the Red Cross- does anyone know if that is something Travel Social Workers do? #macroSW

Karen 🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda  
an hour ago
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Yes, TSWs do find more medical based positions, however 2 of my contracts were in mental health as a therapist. I'...

Julio Ramirez @julioram816  
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW  
an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @Travel_MSW: Unfortunately this is not the case, prep work is required to be successful. In rural areas knowing resources can be easier...

Karen 🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda  
an hour ago
RT @spcummings: If you haven't seen it yet, @Travel_MSW wrote this week’s blog post! #MacroSW https://t.co/SoTgjCKTCX
Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcumings A1: Travel social work would be appropriate for any setting that experiences extreme shortages of workers bu...

Stephen Cummings LISW☕🎙@spcumings
Great discussion, #MacroSW folks!! Q2 is coming up in 30 seconds!!

RovingSocialWorker J.@@Travel_MSW
What agencies expects to keep anyone for years? It seems to be an industry issue that it’s almost impossible to keep ppl somewhere for a year #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcumings: If you haven’t seen it yet, @Travel_MSW wrote this week’s blog post! #MacroSW https://t.co/SoTgjCKTCX

CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11
@julioram816 @spcumings @OfficialMacroSW Good point! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚊@TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcumings: If you haven't seen it yet, @Travel_MSW wrote this week’s blog post! #MacroSW https://t.co/SoTgjCKTCX

Stephen Cummings LISW☕🎙@spcumings
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: A1: I had never even heard of a travel social worker before this chat. But the first thing I thought of was a crisis...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Yes, TSWs do find more medical based positions, however 2 of my contracts were in mental health as a therapist. I’...

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MSW I agree that hospice is a service line that would benefit from travel SWK macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: If you haven’t seen it yet, @Travel_MSW wrote this week’s blog post! #MacroSW https://t.co/SoTgjCKTCX

cecile crowley @cecilecrowley8
A1: I think travel social works could be used in most positions and locations that would be of assistance. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@Travel_MSW How long is a typical placement? #macrosw

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@Krysta95026489 @aubree0119 @OfficialMacroSW I wouldn’t be surprised if they paid SWs a little extra or gave a living stipend to attract SWs #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: Unfortunately this is not the case, prep work is required to be successful. In rural areas knowing resources can be easier...
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: What agencies expects to keep anyone for years? It seems to be an industry issue that it's almost impossible to keep ppl so...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Krysta95026489: @aubree0119 @OfficialMacroSW Agreed! Rural Alaska would be an interesting place to practice #MacroSW

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
A1. Short term structures might work best. For example, being able to work on time-limited projects such as a recruitment campaign, a grant writing effort, a training, an awareness event, a case review, a motivational discussion or facilitation role fit nicely with TSW.#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: Unfortunately this is not the case, prep work is required to be successful. In rural areas knowing resources can be easier...

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A1: Traveling social workers would work well in acute settings, like a MH crisis intervention or emergency rooms. #MacroSW

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144
A1: Rural areas seem like the ideal place for TSW's due to the high need for resources and a lack in advocacy #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @Krysta95026489 @aubree0119 @OfficialMacroSW I wouldn't be surprised if they paid SWs a little extra or gave a living st...
Stephen Cummings LISW 🌞 🎙️ @spcummings
Q2: What ethical implications do you see occurring in Travel Social Work? #MacroSW @Travel_MSK https://t.co/39ZEjdT758

Ann-Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
A1 We use what I think might be considered ‘travel social workers’ in homeless shelters. They link clients with MH services and provide mental health education to shelter staff #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @Travel_MSK How long is a typical placement? #macrosw

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
A1: The first thing I thought of was disaster relief or crisis response such as the Red Cross. Something short-term where the location of need changes. #MacroSW

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
A1: Travel social workers would definitely be good in emergency and disaster management. Possibly also per diem positions in various medical positions...They could also be good in NGO’s and church missions work....A checks and balances kind of thing #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Kemt45669330: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MSK I agree that hospice is a service line that would benefit from travel SWK #macro...

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@PSmitty2theResQ @spcummings That is a great example. I never thought of that before. #MacroSW #TSW
Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A1: travel social workers would be appropriate in settings that are experiencing a shortage of social workers and need temporary assistance #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @NikkiaTaShawn11: @spcummings A1: I think TSW’s would be best in healthcare settings where there are frequent shortages of employees tha...

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
#MacroSW

Sherene @Sherene07494576
A1. The term travel social work is new to me. But I would assume they would be macro practitioners #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: (For those unfamiliar, please forgive the term "patients" - as a social worker whose day job is in behavioral *healthc...}

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: What agencies expects to keep anyone for years? It seems to be an industry issue that it's almost impossible to keep ppl so...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @RyphamMu: @spcummings A1. Travel social work would be appropriate in acute care triage settings to provide disposition outcomes for vul...
Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
A1: I think travel #socialwork would work well in hospitals/medical settings where the work is more short-term. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚪️ @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
@Travel MSW My perspective here is biased. I'm at an agency that has a long history of keeping people for 10, 20, 30 years and treats us like gold (they will have to claw me out of my office when it's time to retire). We're becoming a regional leader :-) #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul an hour ago
RT @GraeffJenna: A1: Travel social workers would definitely be good in emergency and disaster management. Possibly also per diem positions...

NinaN @NinaN35519745 an hour ago
@spcummings @Travel MSW A1. A practice setting that would be best fit for a TSW would be setting such as communities that were hit with a natural disaster or after crisis hits a community. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW an hour ago
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: A1: I had never even heard of a travel social worker before this chat. But the first thing I thought of was a crisis...

Christopher Thomas @cdt133 an hour ago
A1: Perhaps crisis intervention? Disaster relief? Time sensitive needs in varying locations. #macrosw
Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@spcummings @Travel_MSW A2. Use of cyber-therapy (Internet based counseling services). Potential loss of the human factor that is so vital to clinical encounters, may pose privacy and confidentiality risks. Privacy of electronic communications can be breached. #MacroSW #TSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Kemt45669330: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1. Just about any service line experiencing growth would benefit from traveling swks to ass...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MericaJennifer: A1: I think particularly in areas that barriers are presented to access resources, Medical SWs, Community Educators, CRI...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @granditsra: *destigmatization macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚒️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @adriennecgarr: #MacroSW https://t.co/M8QXmqyNgL

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @acosaorg A1. Consultation type positions where program/policy assessments, formulation, development or evaluation need...

Rachel Grandits @granditsra
Disadvantaged populations? Is it limited to just the U.S? macrosw

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
#MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @RyphamMu: @spcummings A1. Travel social work would be appropriate in acute care triage settings to provide disposition outcomes for vul...

RovingSocialWorker J.:@Travel_MSW
I have not seen many #MacroSW type jobs, it is mostly direct service, requiring varying sets of clinical skills

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@spcummings A1: Until today I did not know that TSW existed. With the rapid expansion and need for SW, I see this as a good thing. My first guesses would be in disaster relief or after community traumas as initial organizers/response. I’m interested to learn more! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @DonaldRohrman: Don’t know, maybe Doctors Without Borders? International Social Work with international organizations like the U.N. #Mac...

Julio Ramirez @julioram816
@PSmitty2theResQ @OfficialMacroSW I volunteered in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria and there were a few traveling SW there to help. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️💡 @spcummings
@Sherene07494576 From what I've learned from @Travel_MSW the skills are across the micro-mezzo-macro spectrum. #MacroSW

Sherene @Sherene07494576
@adriennecgarr @acosaorg I do agree with this. These jobs do require travelling to implement and to observe #MacroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  ⌂️  @TheMattSchwartz  an hour ago
RT @julioram816: @PSmitty2theResQ @OfficialMacroSW I volunteered in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria and there were a few traveling SW the...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW  @nancy_kusmaul  ⚡️  @spcummings @Travel_MSW A2: None, really, as long as the person is competent and trained. But I think someone who is less competent would be harder to track in a travel social work position. #macrosw

Rebecca Szymanski  @PSmitty2theResQ  ⚡️  an hour ago
You know, the more I think about it, the more I wonder if any social work job could use a travel social worker- there are always staffing shortages everywhere! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator  @OfficialMacroSW  ⚡️  RT @StrongGirl51: A1 We use what I think might be considered ´travel social workers´ in homeless shelters. They link clients with MH servic...

RovingSocialWorker J.  🎙️  @Travel_MSW  ⚡️  an hour ago
Absolutely! There is a lot of crisis management when you work in areas of shortages. Having crisis training and background has been incredibly valuable to my success as a TSW. #MacroSW

Karen  🌹  Zgoda  @karenzgoda  ⚡️  an hour ago
@Travel_MSW Follow-up: How would a travel SW ensure the agency they would work for is tapped into the social network of a community? Ex one can call an agency, but if you know to talk to Beyoncé about Becky, the work can get done more quickly. #MacroSW https://t.co/DhaZa47XWm
@Jmasaed1 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1: Social workers are needed just about anywhere, but healthcare facilities and nursing homes are in high demand. I believe travel social workers will best fit in the healthcare field or in the social services areas. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW 📚 🔊 @spcummings RT @julioram816: @PSmitty2theResQ @OfficialMacroSW I volunteered in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria and there were a few traveling SW the...

aubree @aubree0119 A2: I think as SWers we are obligated to help our clients build connections-if the agency bringing you in doesn’t prepare you, you may not know all available resources. #MacroSW

Kemt @Kemt45669330 @RyphamMu @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Spoken like a true ER behavioral health case manager😀 #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @spcummings: Q2: What ethical implications do you see occurring in Travel Social Work? #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co/39ZEjdT758

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🕐 @TheMattSchwartz It would be interesting to see what #MacroSW could be developed, and which ones could be done remotely, and which ones would require those in-person Social Work skills
Heather @HVSaysStuff
@spcummings @Travel_MSW
A2: Depending on the length of the contract, it could be jarring for the clients/community when the TSW leaves. They have a shorter time to gain/build trust with everyone. They might not be around to see the long term consequences of their actions. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Travel_MSW My perspective here is biased. I’m at an agency that has a long history of keeping people for 10, 20, 30 y...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @adriennecgarr: #MacroSW https://t.co/M8QXmqyNgL

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @Kemt45669330: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1. Just about any service line experiencing growth would benefit from traveling swks to ass...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @newsocialworker: A1: I think travel #socialwork would work well in hospitals/medical settings where the work is more short-term. #Macro...

Karen🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q2: What ethical implications do you see occurring in Travel Social Work? #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co/39ZEjdT758

mswstudenteanean @mswstudenteanean
A2 how long is a typical traveling SW job? Is termination difficult? #macrosw
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @aubree0119: A2: I think as SWers we are obligated to help our clients build connections—if the agency bringing you in doesn’t prepare y...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jmasaed1: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1: Social workers are needed just about anywhere, but healthcare facilities and nursing homes a...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙 @Travel_MSW @Krysta95026489 @aubree0119 @OfficialMacroSW They always want an LCSW or the one I was going to try to go to was on an island. I don’t do boats. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @julioram816: @PSmitty2theResQ @OfficialMacroSW I volunteered in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria and there were a few traveling SW the...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: @Travel_MSW Follow-up: How would a travel SW ensure the agency they would work for is tapped into the social network of a c...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @Sherene07494576 From what I've learned from @Travel_MSW the skills are across the micro-mezzo-macro spectrum. #MacroSW

Sherene @Sherene07494576
@spcummings @Travel_MSW True o can definitely see that putting more thought into. #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @julioram816: @PSmitty2theResQ @OfficialMacroSW I volunteered in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria and there were a few traveling SW the...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: Absolutely! There is a lot of crisis management when you work in areas of shortages. Having crisis training and background...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: I have not seen many #MacroSW type jobs, it is mostly direct service, requiring varying sets of clinical skills https://t.c...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚠ @TheMattSchwartz
* #MacroSW Jobs #BrainFogKindOfNight

Tom Bruder @caltoncheis001
RT @StrongGirl51: A1 We use what I think might be considered ‘travel social workers’ in homeless shelters. They link clients with MH servic...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @granditsra: Disadvantaged populations? Is it limited to just the U.S? #macrosw

Amber Ried @amber_ried
A1. I feel that TSWs would be great for areas that have fewer access to resources, such as rural areas that are far from resource hubs. Also for individuals who may physically be unable to travel to an agency, such as elderly clients or clients with disabilities. #MacroSW
Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@spcummings @Travel_MSW Licensing. I don't know to many SWs who have the time or resources to get licensed in multiple states. I know the @ASWB is attempting to change this nationally #MacroSW

Julio Ramirez @julioram816
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MSW Is it kind of like too much too fast? Lack of an alliance? #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheMattSchwartz: (For those unfamiliar, please forgive the term "patients" - as a social worker whose day job is in behavioral *healthc...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @HVSaysStuff: @spcummings @Travel_MSW A2: Depending on the length of the contract, it could be jarring for the clients/community when th...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @spcummings @Travel_MSW A2. Use of cyber-therapy (Internet based counseling services). Potential loss of the human fac...

Rachel Grandits @granditsra
Are these considered wellness coaching jobs? Thru word of mouth? #macrosw
Kemt @Kemt45669330
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MSW A2 Continuity of care may be compromised if travel SWK moves on & the client stills needs assistance. If traveling internationally some countries &/or cultures may have different ideas about what constitutes confidentiality & release of info. This may cause conflict. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @RyphamMu: @spcummings A1. Travel social work would be appropriate in acute care triage settings to provide disposition outcomes for vul...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Richard_G_Boyer @spcummings @Travel_MSW Good points - #macroSW

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
A2: It’s hard to truly know communities if they are always brand new to you. If a Social Worker doesn’t understand the culture of where they’re practicing boundaries can quickly get crossed. SW's may be less vested in ethics knowing they aren’t permanent comm. members #MacroSW

delaney @delaney84597344
A1: I am unfamiliar with travel SW, but think that these workers may be effective in areas where there is a shortage of workers or within the growing geriatric population #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: I have not seen many #MacroSW type jobs, it is mostly direct service, requiring varying sets of clinical skills https://t.c...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: Absolutely! There is a lot of crisis management when you work in areas of shortages. Having crisis training and background...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcumings @Travel_MSW A2: None, really, as long as the person is competent and trained. But I think someone who is le...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Kemt45669330: @spcumings @OfficialMacroSW A1. Just about any service line experiencing growth would benefit from traveling swks to ass...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☑️ @TheMattSchwartz
@Travel_MSW @Krysta95026489 @aubree0119 @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW ‍https://t.co/J6tUFdlWre

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙 @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW FEMA and Red Cross hire staff and move them. Federal response jobs can be found on the government website.

Barbara King @barbarak8924
A2: cultural sensitivity when traveling to different communities... cultural practices can be totally different #MacroSW

RyphamMu @RyphamMu
@spcumings @Travel_MSW A2. Being transient to a population you may unintentionally not fully appreciate the culture of where you’re at therefore violating norms #macroSW
JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
#macrosw Thanks for the welcome! A1: Noticed that hemodialysis had ad for travel SW. Wondering if there's shortages there too.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: Absolutely! There is a lot of crisis management when you work in areas of shortages. Having crisis training and background...

CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11
@spcummings @Travel_MSW I wonder if competence becomes a challenge when working in an unfamiliar area #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: @Travel_MSW Follow-up: How would a travel SW ensure the agency they would work for is tapped into the social network of a c...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @aubree0119: A2: I think as SWers we are obligated to help our clients build connections-if the agency bringing you in doesn't prepare y...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: It would be interesting to see what #MacroSW could be developed, and which ones could be done remotely, and which ones...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @RyphamMu: @spcummings @Travel_MSW A2. Being transient to a population you may unintentionally not fully appreciate the culture of where...
CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11
@elizatownley @spcummings @Travel_MSK This seems like an area that could get complicated #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J.:@Travel_MSK
#MacroSW Typically 13 weeks to start, but since SW is so diff from other travel jobs it can last up to a year or turn into a perm job

Nikkia Spencer @NikkiaTaShawn11
A2: I would think terminating relationships with clients, or even their relationships with other staff would be difficult. Who knows when the next social worker will come in? #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @GraeffJenna: A2: It’s hard to truly know communities if they are always brand new to you. If a Social Worker doesn’t understand the cul...

Jennifer Merica @MericaJennifer
A2: I can see the length of term being a problem #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ @spcummings
@granditsra The kinds of jobs @Travel_MSK describes in the blog post include: practice settings that can be in a variety of regional settings such as urban, rural, or on Tribal land. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
I wonder about licensing requirements as one travels from state to state. #macroSW
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz an hour ago
A2 Ever changing regulations by state/county, potential conflicts of interest, licensing issues, record keeping issues (i.e. "we need to subpoena the social worker who wrote this...") "oh they're 4 states away now....") #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jmasaed1: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A1: Social workers are needed just about anywhere, but healthcare facilities and nursing homes a...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Kemt45669330: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MSW A2 Continuity of care may be compromised if travel SWK moves on & the client sti...

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@spcummings @Travel_MSW Supervision too. How would the SW process vicarious trauma or tough clinical cases 😐 ? Travel SWs don't have the benefit of colleagues being nearby as a support. #MacroSW

Julio Ramirez @julioram816
RT @OfficialMacroSW: I wonder about licensing requirements as one travels from state to state. #macroSW https://t.co/4O80WJvdNH

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings
Q3 is coming up in 1 minute!! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcummings @Travel_MSW Licensing. I don't know to many SWs who have the time or resources to get licensed in multiple s...
Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @spcummings: If you haven't seen it yet, @Travel_MSW wrote this week's blog post! #MacroSW https://t.co/SoTgjCKTCX

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @Magstou: A1. Short term structures might work best. For example, being able to work on time-limited projects such as a recruitment ca...

Amber Ried @amber_ried
A2. It’s possible that TSWs might struggle with the ethical issue of having to leave clients suddenly due to circumstances out of their control. This might make the client feel abandoned. Termination planning from the first session seems important. #MacroSW

Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A2: If services are being provided remotely or in the short-term, maybe our effectiveness could be compromised? More difficult to achieve our service goals. #macrosw

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144
A2: TSW might involve working with different cultures. there might be issues with cultural competence and cultural sensetivity #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: @Krysta95026489 @aubree0119 @OfficialMacroSW They always want an LCSW or the one I was going to try to go to was on an isla...

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
I think that a social worker that travels would confront the usual ethical dilemmas in their work 🫧 #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcummings @Travel_MSW Supervision too. How would the SW process vicarious trauma or tough clinical cases 😊? Travel SW...

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
A2: I wonder about different cultures and subcultures and how ethics are interpreted in the context of culture. For instance, bartering may be more acceptable in some areas but taboo in others. A traveling SW would have to be up to date on the local norms. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A2 Ever changing regulations by state/county, potential conflicts of interest, licensing issues, record keeping issues...

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q2. I can see ethical issue with confidentiality #macrosw

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q3 is coming up in 1 minute!! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Typically 13 weeks to start, but since SW is so diff from other travel jobs it can last up to a year or turn into...

Amber Ried @amber_ried
@elizatownley @spcummings @Travel_MSW That's a great point! I hadn't thought of that. I wonder how that is worked around. #MacroSW
Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A2: I think it could be difficult to build rapport with clients and possibly not be able to see it through if the contract ends prior to your work wrapping up. It may also be difficult to understand and follow the norms as you travel. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
Travel positions generally pay 2-3Xs the national average for a SWer because you are keeping up two homes. Where you live and where you work. There is a lot** of hidden cost in traveling #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: Q2: What ethical implications do you see occurring in Travel Social Work? #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co/39ZEjdT758

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MSW A2: An ethical implication that I see may occur from being a traveling social work is the limited time that the a SW has at an agency. They build these relationships with their clients but because it is a temporary position, it can build distrust with their clients #MacroSW

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
A1. short term engagement structures might work best. For example, time-limited projects such as a recruitment campaign, a grant writing effort, a training, an awareness event, a case review, a motivational discussion or facilitation role fit nicely with TSW. #MacroSW
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙️@spcummings
Q3: How does enculturation factor in your workplace? How would that impact a Travel Social Worker? #MacroSW
https://t.co/W6KQuF4VMu

aubree @aubree0119
You don’t know what you don’t know. It’s not necessarily your fault, but doesn’t help the client. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @amber_ried: A2. It’s possible that TSWs might struggle with the ethical issue of having to leave clients suddenly due to circumstances...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Travel_MSW @Krysta95026489 @aubree0119 seasickness or... that sinking feeling? #macroSW https://t.co/kvSX93EOIm

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLFerri2
A2: Being culturally competent. I would imagine TSWs are placed in various settings working with different vulnerable populations meaning you must be aware of their different values, traditions, etc. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙️@spcummings
RT @Jmasaed1: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MSW A2: An ethical implication that I see may occur from being a traveling social work i...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️@Travel_MSW
#MacroSW A traveler works as a contracted employee. A SWer who travels for work is not the same as a TSW
Krysta K @Krysta95026489
@aubree0119 @OfficialMacroSW If their are any resources at all for that matter : / #MacroSW

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
@Richard_G_Boyer @OfficialMacroSW @spcummins @Travel_MSW
We listened to a podcast for one of my classes about some of the issues that arise with billing for cyber services due to the therapist being in one state and the client being in another. #MacroSW

Rachel Grandits @granditsra
I wonder what the training is like for ethnically diverse areas. How will it address culture shocks, vicarious trauma etc #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Travel_MSW @Krysta95026489 @aubree0119 @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/J6tUFdlWre

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @GraeffJenna: A1: Travel social workers would definitely be good in emergency and disaster management. Possibly also per diem positions...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
It is my understanding #MacroSW is fluent in both typos and autocorrect.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW FEMA and Red Cross hire staff and move them. Federal response jobs can be found on the government website. https:...
Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@spcummings A3. A TSW would acquire an amalgam of various culture norms & values over time, that would supplement their existing ethics & principles. #MacroSW #TSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @barbarak8924: A2: cultural sensitivity when traveling to different communities... cultural practices can be totally different #MacroSW

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@Travel_MSW That totally makes sense to me, there has to be some kind of stability #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
@Krysta95026489 @OfficialMacroSW Great to have you here, Krysta! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW FEMA and Red Cross hire staff and move them. Federal response jobs can be found on the government website. https:...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🕵️‍♀️ @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/r8MrQuL0GK

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: @Richard_G_Boyer @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings @Travel_MSW We listened to a podcast for one of my classes about some of...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🕵️‍♀️ @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/eXSnBfZC8o
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Typically 13 weeks to start, but since SW is so diff from other travel jobs it can last up to a year or turn into...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW https://t.co/FdgMOEHI6k

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @NikkiaTaShawn11: A2: I would think terminating relationships with clients, or even their relationships with other staff would be diffic...

aubree @aubree0119
A3: no one trusts an “outsider” without time and effort to show the person is committed and cares. #macroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MichelleLFerri2: A2: Being culturally competent. I would imagine TSWs are placed in various settings working with different vulnerable...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @granditsra The kinds of jobs @Travel_MSW describes in the blog post include: practice settings that can be in a variety of...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@Travel_MSW CC @DrKristie #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcummings @Travel_MSW Supervision too. How would the SW process vicarious trauma or tough clinical cases 😐? Travel SW...
Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A3: Enculturation is huge in addictions counseling, and this has positive and negative effects. TSWs could avoid some of those negative elements and potentially remain less biased? #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings
@karenzgoda We welcome all use of language including awesome autocorrect fails. #MacroSW

Krysta K @Krysta95026489
@adriennecgarr @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings @Travel_MSW @ASWB That is a lot of money and time to pay to get licensed in all the various places #MacroSW

Julio Ramirez @julioram816
RT @NikkiaTaShawn11: A2: I would think terminating relationships with clients, or even their relationships with other staff would be diffic...

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
Enculturation definition: the gradual acquisition of the characteristics and norms of a culture or group by a person, another culture, etc. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcummings
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/FdgMOEHI6k

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🤝@TheMattSchwartz
A3 My workplace has a 6-9 month onboarding process, and our own training center. We are required to do offsite visits at many of our locations to learn staff, positions, protocol. We're hired in cohorts, and are provided continuing education in cohorts as well #MacroSW
RyphamMu @RyphamMu
@spcummings A3. There is an expectation to conform to the norm and that anything that detracts from that is seen as abnormal. Travel social workers could have a difficult time collaborating #macroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q3: How does enculturation factor in your workplace? How would that impact a Travel Social Worker? #MacroSW https://t.co/W6...

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
It seems like this might be hard for people with kids that would have to uproot them every so often to go to a new place. Does anyone have experience doing this with kids or significant others in tow? #MacroSW

Rachel Grandits @granditsra
@spcummings It would take understanding the population, community and the dynamics for which it operates in: ideologies, cultural beliefs/perceptions, historical trauma #macrosw

Jenna Graeff @GraeffJenna
A3: It’s finding a balance between goals of your program/treatment and clients cultural norms. We don’t want to push our cultural values into others but our policies sometimes do this. #MacroSW

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@spcummings A3: I’m not working in the field currently but speaking from when I did, I could see how staff might be suspicious of a new comer and think they are coming in to make changes without fully understanding how and why things are the way they are. #MacroSW
NinaN @NinaN35519745
@spcumming s @Travel_MSW A2. Traveling social workers do not always have the ability to ensure services in place are continued as they may only have a short time with the client. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcumming s: Q3: How does enculturation factor in your workplace? How would that impact a Travel Social Worker? #MacroSW https://t.co/W6... 

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3 My workplace has a 6-9 month onboarding process, and our own training center. We are required to do offsite visits...

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ @NikkiaTaShawn11 @OfficialMacroSW I know I was thinking of that as well! Emotionally that might be hard on the client and the SW! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW☕🎙@spcumming s
A3: Enculturation is a factor in my work environments; I imagine Travel Social Work requires being a fast learner. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A2: travel social workers must quickly build rapport to develop relationships with the individuals they serve, due to the limited time they have together #MacroSW

Robert Robinson @robinso13
RT @GraeffJenna: A1: Travel social workers would definitely be good in emergency and disaster management. Possibly also per diem positions...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW A traveler works as a contracted employee. A SWer who travels for work is not the same as a TSW https://t.co/NLDF...

Donald Rohrman @DonaldRohrman
Enculturation benefits the social worker and the client, as the process promotes ethno-relativism, rather than ethnocentrism #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
A3.1 This is also to develop friendships, trust in one another. We are introduced to the entire executive suite, who we learn to speak with on a personal basis. There's a lot that goes into making an employee at my agency: from counselor to janitor to program director #MacroSW

Robert Robinson @robinso13
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW A traveler works as a contracted employee. A SWer who travels for work is not the same as a TSW https://t.co/NLDF...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: @Richard_G_Boyer @OfficialMacroSW @spcumings @Travel_MSW We listened to a podcast for one of my classes about some of...

Jennifer Merica @MericaJennifer
It may be hard for TSWs to adapt to the dynamics of different environments and cultures on a continuous basis #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcumings
@granditsra Yes, a lot of factors requiring knowledge and emotional intelligence. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 44 minutes ago
RT @karenzgoda: It is my understanding #MacroSW is fluent in both typos and autocorrect. https://t.co/6xFnOzGrET

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 43 minutes ago
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.1 This is also to develop friendships, trust in one another. We are introduced to the entire executive suite, who w...

Kemt @Kemt45669330 43 minutes ago
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW When working w/ clients it's important to understand & work w/in the dynamics of the current surroundings' culture, values & norms. If you don't then the TSW will not be able to be as effective w/ the tasks @ hand.#macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☴ @TheMattSchwartz 43 minutes ago
A3.2 I'm not sure how well a TSW would fit into this process, especially given our agencies goals of employee longevity (we get pins with gemstones for 5 year anniversaries) #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW 43 minutes ago
Give Richard an award. THIS. IS. SO. IMPORTANT. TO. REMEMBER. Not every rural area has access to tele-health services NOR do they want it. #MacroSW #SWTech

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr 43 minutes ago
@spcummings I would imagine that it effects the SWs interactions and how they treat the populations they serve. One would hope that a travel SW would be open to various cultures. #MacroSW
Julio Ramirez @julioram816
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW It may be difficult to get use to a new place a new environment and sometimes a new culture?
#MacroSW

Amber Ried @amber_ried
A3. Enculturation creates a workplace culture that imitates the surrounding community culture. A TSW would likely be having to constantly adapt to each new community and consequently assimilate a wide variety of norms, values, beliefs. #MacroSW

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144
A3 It may be difficult for a TSW to enculturate if they are inexperienced or are not quick learners which effects their practice #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙 @spcummings
RT @Travel_MSW: Give Richard an award. THIS. IS. SO. IMPORTANT. TO. REMEMBER. Not every rural area has access to tele-health services NOR...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: Give Richard an award. THIS. IS. SO. IMPORTANT. TO. REMEMBER. Not every rural area has access to tele-health services NOR...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @amber_ried: A3. Enculturation creates a workplace culture that imitates the surrounding community culture. A TSW would likely be having...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@karenzgoda #MacroSW indeed! https://t.co/NofygF1eDc
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚕ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Travel_MSW: Unfortunately this is not the case, prep work is required to be successful. In rural areas knowing resources can be easier...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @spcummings A3. A TSW would acquire an amalgam of various culture norms & values over time, that would supplement thei...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙 @Travel_MS
#MacroSW Ah.... so you've overheard discussions about my premise for my dissertation?

Rachel Grandits @granditsra
What is self care like for the SW in a travel situation?? #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/r8MrQuL0GK

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚕ @TheMattSchwartz
@Travel_MSW This is the reason I developed https://t.co/BoORgcQAn8 in #Buffalo #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/FdgMOEHI6k

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙 @Travel_MSW
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: You know, the more I think about it, the more I wonder if any social work job could use a travel social worker- there...
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ ‐ @spcummings
Question 4 is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda We welcome all use of language including awesome autocorrect fails. #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @Travel_MSW: Give Richard an award. THIS. IS. SO. IMPORTANT. TO. REMEMBER. Not every rural area has access to tele-health services NOR...

Caitlin Hoover @caitlanne
A3: Enculturation has been a factor in my workplace but something that has taken time. I can imagine it would be difficult for a traveling social worker to constantly adapt to a new environment, learn a new culture and wait to see if they are accepted #MacroSW

JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
#macrosw @spcummings @travel_MSW A2: It seems like it might be difficult to obtain an out of state license quickly.

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@spcummings Good, because I had a GREAT one today! #MacroSW https://t.co/MPX3o395f0

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 📡 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @karenzgoda #MacroSW indeed! https://t.co/NofygF1eDc
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 40 minutes ago
A3: I think we're all talking about different things yet they're all so important. Enculturation can encompass agency culture, regional culture, and adjusting to different cultural groups in the area. #macrosw

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker 40 minutes ago
A3: depending on length of assignment, I wonder if the #TSW has time to learn the culture of one setting before it's time to move to a new setting, and how difficult or easy this is. #MacroSW

Krysta K @Krysta95026489 40 minutes ago
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A3: I think being a traveling Social worker the adaption of norms and various cultures would be tough. What if within your agency you went from the east coast to rural Alaska in April? That doesn't give the social worker a whole lot of time to adapt. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 40 minutes ago
@spcummings @karenzgoda Yes, we do. #MacroSW https://t.co/MyjT0BxRRD

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 40 minutes ago
RT @DonaldRohrman: Enculturation definition: the gradual acquisition of the characteristics and norms of a culture or group by a person, an...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙@spcummings 40 minutes ago
@granditsra That's a good question..a lot of factors to consider, but it's still an important need for both the TSW and the agency employing the TSW. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @cdt133: A3: Enculturation is huge in addictions counseling, and this has positive and negative effects. TSWs could avoid some of those...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: @Travel_MSW This is the reason I developed https://t.co/BoORgcQAn8 in #Buffalo #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Ah.... so you've overheard discussions about my premise for my dissertation? https://t.co/X90GOm98ob

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
@spcummings A3: I think it would have an huge impact on the SW. The culture of an environment is something that takes time for everyone, including old employees to adjust to. So for someone who is going from site-to-site and only staying for a limited time, it can be difficult. #MacroSW

Julio Ramirez @julioram816
RT @cdt133: A3: Enculturation is huge in addictions counseling, and this has positive and negative effects. TSWs could avoid some of those...

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
A3. Going into many different places with their own cultures, you likely learn how to adapt and may become sensitive to culture on a level that you may not if you work in one place #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: It seems like this might be hard for people with kids that would have to uproot them every so often to go to a new pla...

Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
@OfficialMacroSW A2- I would expect travel social work to induce higher burnout rates as there may be less consistency and a faster paced profession #MACROSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @HVSaysStuff: @spcummings A3: I'm not working in the field currently but speaking from when I did, I could see how staff might be suspic...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: It is my understanding #MacroSW is fluent in both typos and autocorrect. https://t.co/6xFnOzGrET

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcummings
Q4: How can professional organizations like the @NASW support Travel Social Workers? #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co/CZqSbOdJQM

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: A3: Enculturation is a factor in my work environments; I imagine Travel Social Work requires being a fast learner. #MacroSW...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
So here's the #MacroSW part. I work very hard to make sure my recruiter/agency understands licensing, professional ethics, and other SW centered issues. My favorite agency @ABStaffing has always been very understanding and my recruiter is THE BEST.
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

39 minutes ago

RT @spcumings: @granditsra Yes, a lot of factors requiring knowledge and emotional intelligence. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

---

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW

39 minutes ago

RT @Jmasaed1: @spcumings @OfficialMacroSW A1: Social workers are needed just about anywhere, but healthcare facilities and nursing homes a...

---

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer

38 minutes ago

@spcumings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4. Posting job opportunities for both domestic and abroad. Provide specific guidance and safety revolving around best practices. #MacroSW #TSW

---

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW

38 minutes ago

Showing up late to #macrosw to learn from and support @Travel_MSW https://t.co/wAWL8cxhKG

---

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul

38 minutes ago

RT @Jmasaed1: @spcumings A3: I think it would have an huge impact on the SW. The culture of an environment is something that takes time fo...

---

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

38 minutes ago

RT @Travel_MSW: Give Richard an award. THIS. IS. SO. IMPORTANT. TO. REMEMBER. Not every rural area has access to tele-health services NOR...

---

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

38 minutes ago

RT @Travel_MSW: So here’s the #MacroSW part. I work very hard to make sure my recruiter/agency understands licensing, professional ethics,...
👑 Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@Travel_MSW how does licensing work for a travel SW? And where are these positions? #AskingForAFriend #ItsMe #ImTheFriend 😜 #MacroSW

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLFerri2
A3: As a TSW enculturation can be problematic if you are frequently traveling to different areas, once again norms and values play a huge role and I would assume it takes a big adjustment if you’re not used to change. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽️ @TheMattSchwartz
A4 I would imagine TSWs would be best able to answer this; that said, maybe through a specialty group, or even the creation of a special association dedicated to TSW and TSW Advocacy. License Reciprocity would also be lovely (I mean, in general, and for 100 other reasons) #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
A4: @ASWB has been working on reciprocity so that social workers can be more portable. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: So here’s the #MacroSW part. I work very hard to make sure my recruiter/agency understands licensing, professional ethics,…

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW This happens. I have worked places where I ended up creating these things for the agency before I left.

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
@StuckonSW @Travel_MSW It’s been a busy chat! #MacroSW @Travel_MSW
Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW A3. I would think it would be impactful. All employees need time to adjust to a work environment and to understand the people they work with. I would guess travel social workers have a small adjustment period #MACROS

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: So here’s the #MacroSW part. I work very hard to make sure my recruiter/agency understands licensing, professional ethics,…

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @adriennecgarr: @Travel_MSW how does licensing work for a travel SW? And where are these positions? #AskingForAFriend #ItsMe #ImTheFri…

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
Does anyone know if TSW is as professionalized as, say, travel nursing? In PA we are fighting to get more MSWs school social work jobs at the moment #MacroSW

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144
A4 Provide workshops to help those who travel very often with self-care that is easily forgotten. Prevent that burnout!! #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚒️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: @StuckonSW @Travel_MSW It's been a busy chat! #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@karenzgoda @Travel_MSW Lol 😊😊#MacroSW Omg
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⭐️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Travel_MSK: #MacroSW This happens. I have worked places where I ended up creating these things for the agency before I left. https://t...  

36 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Travel_MSK here you go, Richard! #macroSW
https://t.co/ZhMWWAEY2y  

36 minutes ago

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
Q3: I think a good organizational culture is critical for new social workers or anyone new to an organization. I have seen how quickly good social workers develop bad habits because it's the norm of the organization and somehow that makes it OK? 🤮
#MacroSW  

36 minutes ago

Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A4: By increasing awareness of their work and their mission!
#macrosw  

36 minutes ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSK A4: @nasw can advocate for things like national licensure, reciprocal credentials, and/or credentials that transcend boundaries. I know many social workers who have the ACSW credential from NASW. Maybe working to make that stand in lieu of state level credentials.
#macrosw  

36 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSK: #MacroSW Ah.... so you've overheard discussions about my premise for my dissertation?
https://t.co/X90GOm98ob  

36 minutes ago
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 36 minutes ago
RT @granditsra: What is self care like for the SW in a travel situation?? #macrosw

Jennifer Merica @MericaJennifer 36 minutes ago
A4: To promote the use and effectiveness of TSW and provide the guidelines that TSWs can practice #macrosw

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚓ @TheMattSchwartz 36 minutes ago
RT @spcummings: A4: @ASWB has been working on reciprocity so that social workers can be more portable. #MacroSW @Travel_MSK

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 36 minutes ago
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: Q3: I think a good organizational culture is critical for new social workers or anyone new to an organization. I have...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚓ @TheMattSchwartz 36 minutes ago
RT @StuckonSW: Showing up late to #macrosw to learn from and support @Travel_MSK https://t.co/wAWL8cxhKG

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 36 minutes ago
RT @karenzgoda: @spcummings Good, because I had a GREAT one today! #MacroSW https://t.co/MPX3o395f0

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW 36 minutes ago
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: Q3: I think a good organizational culture is critical for new social workers or anyone new to an organization. I have...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A3: I think we’re all talking about different things yet they’re all so important. Enculturation can encompass agency c...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙 @spcummings
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSKW A4: @nasw can advocate for things like national licensure, reciprocal credentials, and/or...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @newsocialworker: A3: depending on length of assignment, I wonder if the #TSW has time to learn the culture of one setting before it’s t...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @granditsra That’s a good question..a lot of factors to consider, but it’s still an important need for both the TSW and the...

Rachel Grandits @granditsra
@spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSKW Providing realistic living wages per area of interest, ensuring an appropriate level of competency via training, alloting grant funds, providing opportunities of recruitment and advocacy of vulnerable populations #macrosw

_subsetted_text_end
cecile crowley @cecilecrowley8
Q2: I think only working at a location for a shot amount of time would make it hard to build rapport with clients along with other employees. And learning the resources that the community has to offer #MacroSW

Julio Ramirez @julioram816
RT @granditsra: What is self care like for the SW in a travel situation?? #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q4: How can professional organizations like the @NASW support Travel Social Workers? #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co/CZqS...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽ @TheMattSchwartz
A4.1 I'd be interested to know how this would work, for instance, for a social worker with disabilities #AskingForAFriend #ThatFriendIsMe #IDidUseToTravelAllTheTime #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @StuckonSW: Showing up late to macrosw to learn from and support @Travel_MSW https://t.co/wAWL8cxhKG

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@spcummings @ASWB @Travel_MSW Here is the @ASWB website... #movingsocialwork #macrosw https://t.co/3Q2qMTYiel

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @spcummings: A4: @ASWB has been working on reciprocity so that social workers can be more portable. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW
RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW

#MacroSW correct

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @Travel_MSW: Give Richard an award. THIS. IS. SO. IMPORTANT. TO. REMEMBER. Not every rural area has access to tele-health services NOR...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW https://t.co/FdgMOEHI6k

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW

RT @JesseMedina144: A2: TSW might involve working with different cultures. There might be issues with cultural competence and cultural sens...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @spcummings: Q4: How can professional organizations like the @NASW support Travel Social Workers? #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co/CZqS...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul

RT @StuckonSW: @spcummings @ASWB @Travel_MSW Here is the @ASWB website... #movingsocialwork #macrosw https://t.co/3Q2qMTYiel

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @PSmitty2theResQ: @Richard_G_Boyer @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings @Travel_MSW We listened to a podcast for one of my classes about some of...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 34 minutes ago
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @spcumings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4. Posting job opportunities for both domestic and abroad. Provide specific guidance an...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 34 minutes ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcumings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4: @nasw can advocate for things like national licensure, reciprocal credentials, and/or...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 34 minutes ago
RT @adriennecgarr: @Travel_MSW how does licensing work for a travel SW? And where are these positions? #AskingForAFriend #ItsMe #ImTheFri...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 34 minutes ago
RT @spcumings: A4: @ASWB has been working on reciprocity so that social workers can be more portable. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☑️ @TheMattSchwartz 33 minutes ago
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW correct
https://t.co/Y3q3mCgPYL

Stephen Cummings LISW ☑️ ‏ @spcumings 33 minutes ago
@StuckonSW @ASWB @Travel_MSW Thanks for sharing this link! #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. ☑️ @Travel_MSW 33 minutes ago
RT @Magstou: A1. short term engagement structures might work best. For example, time-limited projects such as a recruitment campaign, a g...
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW  
@TheMattSchwartz

RT @StuckonSW: @spcummings @ASWB @Travel_MSW

Here is the @ASWB website... #movingsocialwork #macrosw
https://t.co/3Q2qMTYiel

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 I would imagine TSWs would be best able to answer this; that said, maybe through a specialty group, or even the cre...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW

RT @spcummings: Q3: How does enculturation factor in your workplace? How would that impact a Travel Social Worker? #MacroSW https://t.co/W6...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @spcummings: A4: @ASWB has been working on reciprocity so that social workers can be more portable. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ

What happens if you get to your assignment and it's a nightmare and you just can't even? Can you get another assignment or are you stuck? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW This happens. I have worked places where I ended up creating these things for the agency before I left. https://t...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW correct https://t.co/Y3q3mCgPYL
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @StuckonSW @Travel_MSW It's been a busy chat! #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

aubree @aubree0119
A4: Make these jobs known about, provide support to TSWers, provide SWers with training and seminars that are relevant to TSW and issues that one may face in that position. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@StuckonSW @spcummings @ASWB @Travel_MSW Hi @StuckonSW! Good to "see" you. macrosw

Julio Ramirez @julioram816
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @nasw @Travel_MSW Provide better wages and compensation for travel costs. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙 @spcummings
Q5 (The last question of the night) is coming up in 30 seconds!
#MacroSW @Travel_MSW

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW Definitely advocating for license reciprocity nationally. Especially since all MSW education programs are accredited by the CSWE #MacroSW

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A3: A TSW must work diligently to learn the behaviors and norms within the cultures that they serve. This will allow the TSW to become accepted in the community #MacroSW
NinaN @NinaN35519745
@spcummings @Travel_MSW A3. Traveling Social Workers may not be able to adequately understand the community they are helping and could unintentionally violate their norms. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW Correct, but unlike an intern or a new hire, travelers require a certain set of base skills and research abilities to continue to travel successfully.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4: @nasw can advocate for things like national licensure, reciprocal credentials, and/or...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW correct https://t.co/Y3q3mCgPYL

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ @spcummings
Q5: How does or could this work inform @CSWE & @ASWB? Example, SW edu & licensing issues? #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co/nI87vzpjgF

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jmasaed1: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MSW A2: An ethical implication that I see may occur from being a traveling social work i...

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MSW I think my head would explode. #MacroSW
CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11
@spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW By educating social workers so there is an awareness of TSW. Advocating for higher wages wouldn't hurt either. #MacroSW

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
A3. As a TSW, communities often have an insider/outsider mentality that the SW has to own, and accept (and adapt practice to) #macrosw

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Correct, but unlike an intern or a new hire, travelers require a certain set of base skills and research abiliti...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🤔 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW Definitely advocating for license reciprocity nationally. Especially since all MSW educati...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @cdt133: A4: By increasing awareness of their work and their mission! #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J. headphones 🎧 @Travel_MSW
RT @MichelleLferri2: A2: Being culturally competent. I would imagine TSWs are placed in various settings working with different vulnerable...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Correct, but unlike an intern or a new hire, travelers require a certain set of base skills and research abiliti...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @granditsra: @spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW Providing realistic living wages per area of interest, ensuring an appropriate level of compe...

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Q5 (The last question of the night) is coming up in 30 seconds! #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

تصريحات: Adrieengarr @adriennecgarr
@aubree0119 A4. Agreed. Actually promote #TravelSW as an option in addition to clinical and #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW Correct, but unlike an intern or a new hire, travelers require a certain set of base skills and research abiliti...

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@spcummings @CSWE @ASWB @Travel_MSW A5. Providing feedback that could specifically target areas of knowledge and experience, as it pertains to TSW's. Could potentially help facilitate licensing reciprocity? #MacroSW #TSW

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @aubree0119: A4: Make these jobs known about, provide support to TSWers, provide SWers with training and seminars that are relevant to T...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @ASWB @Travel_MSW Good to “see” you too.... been away from tweet chats for a while but trying to participate in more #macrosw
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @StuckonSW: @spcummings @ASWB @Travel_MSW Here is the @ASWB website... #movingsocialwork #macrosw https://t.co/3Q2qMTYieI

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4.1 I'd be interested to know how this would work, for instance, for a social worker with disabilities #AskingForAFri...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4.1 I'd be interested to know how this would work, for instance, for a social worker with disabilities #AskingForAFri...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @StuckonSW: @spcummings @ASWB @Travel_MSW Here is the @ASWB website... #movingsocialwork #macrosw https://t.co/3Q2qMTYieI

Amber Ried @amber_ried  
A4. Licensing could be an issue for TSWs who travel to different states. It's quite a process to transfer states. Perhaps NASW could advocate for some sort of alternative licensing that can transcend state lines or ways to make the process easier at least. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan  
@StuckonSW @Travel_MSW Hi, Sean. I have missed thee. :) #macrosw
CaitlinRedmond @CaitlinRedmon11
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @spcummins @nasw @Travel_MSW
Yes, national licensure would be great for a number of reasons #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @spcummins A3. A TSW would acquire an amalgam of various culture norms & values over time, that would supplement thei...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: What happens if you get to your assignment and it's a nightmare and you just can't even? Can you get another assignme...

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLFerri2
A4: They could provide more training to ensure the effectiveness of TSWS in different locations #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @julioram816: @spcummins @OfficialMacroSW @nasw @Travel_MSW Provide better wages and compensation for travel costs. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummins: Q5: How does or could this work inform @CSWE & @ASWB? Example, SW edu & licensing issues? #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co...

Barbara King @barbarak8924
RT @StuckonSW: @spcummins @ASWB @Travel_MSW Here is the @ASWB website... #movingsocialwork #macrosw https://t.co/3Q2qMTYiel
Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ @Travel_MSW 30 minutes ago
What's the shortest and longest assignment you've ever been on? Follow up question- which locations/assignmets/kinds of work did you like most and least? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙️@spcummings @PSmitty2theResQ @OfficialMacroSW @Travel_MS... 30 minutes ago
Oh, no!! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 30 minutes ago
RT @adriennecgarr: @aubree0119 A4. Agreed. Actually promote TravelSW as an option in addition to clinical and #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan 30 minutes ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A3: I think we're all talking about different things yet they're all so important. Enculturation can encompass agency c...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 30 minutes ago
RT @adriennecgarr: @aubree0119 A4. Agreed. Actually promote TravelSW as an option in addition to clinical and #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 29 minutes ago
RT @Magstou: A3. As a TSW, communities often have an insider/outsider mentality that the SW has to own, and accept (and adapt practice to)...

RovingSocialWorker J. 👑 @Travel_MSW 29 minutes ago
Darling, we've met You know how I do 😱 #MacroSW

Margaret Simkins @Magstou 29 minutes ago
A4. I think raising awareness about their role at conferences would be helpful macrosw
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @DonaldRohrman: Enculturation benefits the social worker and the client, as the process promotes ethno-relativism, rather than ethnocent... 29 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.1 This is also to develop friendships, trust in one another. We are introduced to the entire executive suite, who w... 29 minutes ago

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @aubree0119: A4: Make these jobs known about, provide support to TSWers, provide SWers with training and seminars that are relevant to T... 29 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @MericaJennifer: It may be hard for TSWs to adapt to the dynamics of different environments and cultures on a continuous basis #macrosw 29 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @spcumings: @granditsra Yes, a lot of factors requiring knowledge and emotional intelligence. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW 29 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A3.2 I'm not sure how well a TSW would fit into this process, especially given our agencies goals of employee longevit... 28 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @StuckonSW @nancy_kusmaul @spcumings @ASWB @Travel_MSW
Glad to hear that, Sean! We missed you! #MacroSW
https://t.co/zX2UzuSELt 28 minutes ago
Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @spcummings: If you haven't seen it yet, @Travel_MSW wrote this week's blog post! #MacroSW https://t.co/SoTgjCKTCX

Rachel Grandits @granditsra
Any other accounts an interested TSW student should follow on social media?? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: @Travel_MSW What's the shortest and longest assignment you've ever been on? Follow up question-which locations/assig...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW I've seen this NOT happen and the ripple effect of damage it causes.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW I've seen this NOT happen and the ripple effect of damage it causes. https://t.co/osdb0Ha70N

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @granditsra: Any other accounts an interested TSW student should follow on social media?? #MacroSW

Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks
@Jmasaed1 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Agreed! I have a growing interest in merging #macrosw with public health to as it pertains to prevention education.

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: @Travel_MSW What's the shortest and longest assignment you've ever been on? Follow up question-which locations/assig...
Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
A4: getting the word out there! Like I said, I had no idea this was even a thing before about 7:00 this evening! #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @caitlanne: A3: Enculturation has been a factor in my workplace but something that has taken time. I can imagine it would be difficult f...

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcumings
Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. @Travel_MSW https://t.co/VdC2DENOgc

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcumings: Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. @Travel_MSW https://t.co/VdC2DENOgc

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW I've seen this NOT happen and the ripple effect of damage it causes. https://t.co/osdb0Ha70N

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcumings
RT @TayloredLooks: @Jmasaed1 @spcumings @OfficialMacroSW Agreed! I have a growing interest in merging #macrosw with public health to as it...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: A4: getting the word out there! Like I said, I had no idea this was even a thing before about 7:00 this evening! #Ma...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@SunyaFolayan @Travel_MSW Good to be back :) #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @TayloredLooks: @Jmasaed1 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW
Agreed! I have a growing interest in merging #macrosw with public health to as it...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
What she said... #MacroSW

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ @Travel_MSW @OfficialMacroSW
I feel like the shorter the time with the client, the more important termination planning up front is. I might be wrong though. #MacroSW

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD @spcummings @Travel_MSW
Q2: I believe with licensing and clinical requirements you see ethical implications for TSW #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: What she said... #MacroSW
https://t.co/XG0MiCNxAZ

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @Krysta95026489: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW
A3: I think being a traveling Social worker the adaption of norms and various cultures wou...

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW @TheMattSchwartz
RT @spcummings: Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. @Travel_MSW
https://t.co/VdC2DEN0gc
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSK: What she said... #MacroSW https://t.co/XG0MiCNxAZ

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
RT @Travel_MSK: What she said... #MacroSW https://t.co/XG0MiCNxAZ

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: @Travel_MSK @OfficialMacroSW I feel like the shorter the time with the client, the more important termination planning...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@OfficialMacroSW @StuckonSW @nancy_kusmaul @spcummings @ASWB @Travel_MSK WELCOME BACK #MacroSW https://t.co/NrNoTVu9QH

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @Travel_MSK: What she said... #MacroSW https://t.co/XG0MiCNxAZ

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@PSmitty2theResQ @Travel_MSK @OfficialMacroSW You're not wrong. #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J. 👤 @Travel_MSK
I burn out less doing this. TSWs require a certain... um, personality? I also take 3 month vacations too. #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW 🥿 @TheMattSchwartz
RT @Travel_MSK: What she said... #MacroSW https://t.co/XG0MiCNxAZ
Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚓️ @TheMattSchwartz
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A3: I think we're all talking about different things yet they're all so important. Enculturation can encompass agency c...

25 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSK
RT @spcummings: Q4: How can professional organizations like the @NASW support Travel Social Workers? #MacroSW @Travel_MSK
https://t.co/CZqS...

25 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSK: I burn out less doing this. TSWs require a certain... um, personality? I also take 3 month vacations too.
#MacroSW https:...

25 minutes ago

Nikkia Spencer @NikkiaTaShawn11
A5: I only recently became aware that TSW was a thing, so I think that the @NASW could help bring more awareness to this particular section of the field. #MacroSW

25 minutes ago

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@spcummings Q1: I believe it would be a good fit in all practices but especially international and global settings #MacroSW

25 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSK
I CAN'T KEEP UP!!!! #MacroSW

24 minutes ago

Stephen Cummings LISW 😊 ❯ @spcummings
RT @Travel_MSK: I burn out less doing this. TSWs require a certain... um, personality? I also take 3 month vacations too.
#MacroSW https:...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: What she said... #MacroSW
https://t.co/XG0MiCNxAZ

Margaret Simkins @Magstou
RT @GraeffJenna: A3: It’s finding a balance between goals of your program/treatment and clients cultural norms. We don’t want to push our c...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @JesseMedina144: A4 Provide workshops to help those who travel very often with self-care that is easily forgotten. Prevent that burnout!...

Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks
@adriennecgarr @Travel_MSW I'm only commenting so I can keep the responses as a reference. 😊 #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: I CAN'T KEEP UP!!!! #MacroSW
https://t.co/7ZeMZOvGQ6

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
I think this has been the best #MacroSW discussion in a while! The topic of TSW is fascinating to a lot of folks, I think.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Travel_MSW Does changing your hair color help? You've been through quite a few shades, we've noticed!! #macroSW
https://t.co/dpvNtd8uxY

aubree @aubree0119
A5: any temp opportunities at the border for SW students this summer? #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @NikkiaTaShawn11: A5: I only recently became aware that TSW was a thing, so I think that the @NASW could help bring more awareness to th...

23 minutes ago

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
@spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4: I think they can show their support by having more job trainings as well as job postings. Also, acknowledging and bringing awareness that their traveling social worker's are important and their is a need for them. #MacroSW

23 minutes ago

Steven @Steven83711208
Thank you for the discussions. I appreciate the personal insight and discussions which were provided. #MacroSW

23 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: I CAN'T KEEP UP!!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/7ZeMZ0vGQ6

23 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Well, #MacroSW chatters, another hour is almost up. Please share your final thoughts. @Travel_MSW https://t.co/VdC2DEN0gc

23 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @newsocialworker: I think this has been the best #MacroSW discussion in a while! The topic of TSW is fascinating to a lot of folks, I th...

23 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: A4: getting the word out there! Like I said, I had no idea this was even a thing before about 7:00 this evening! #Ma...

23 minutes ago
👑 Adrienne Garr 🎩 @adriennecgarr
RT @NikkiaTaShawn11: A5: I only recently became aware that TSW was a thing, so I think that the @NASW could help bring more awareness to th...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @aubree0119: A5: any temp opportunities at the border for SW students this summer? #MacroSW

Rachel Grandits @granditsra
Really appreciate this chat, super informative!! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TayloredLooks: @Jmasaed1 @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Agreed! I have a growing interest in merging macrosw with public health to as it...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Steven83711208: Thank you for the discussions. I appreciate the personal insight and discussions which were provided. #MacroSW

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
A5: I wonder if more exposure to education on travel SW in BSW or MSW programs might be helpful- I am halfway through my MSW and had no idea this was an option! #MacroSW

Barbara King @barbarak8924
I think this topic was great.. i know for me i want to travel and still work and this can give one both opportunities. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: #MacroSW I've seen this NOT happen and the ripple effect of damage it causes. https://t.co/osdb0Ha70N
Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
@aubree0119 I think this has been posted before (not tonight) but I can check #MacroSW

JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
#macrosw A3: As a TSW, we can learn from a client about their culture while assisting them and enjoying a unique experience.

Barbara King @barbarak8924
RT @aubree0119: A5: any temp opportunities at the border for SW students this summer? #MacroSW

Heather @HVSaysStuff
💚 @Travel_MSW @spcummings That sounds really fun and interesting to me! #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕ 🎙 @spcummings
@granditsra Glad to have you here, Rachel! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ☑ @TheMattSchwartz
Wonderful chat @Travel_MSW! Thank you for hosting @spcummings & @OfficialMacroSW! #MacroSW

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLFerri2
@PSmitty2theResQ I was thinking the same exact thing! #macroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙 @Travel_MSW
Y'all, I'm going to keep going answering Qs. Feel free to @ me with #MacroSW # so everyone can see it. I have an IG @ travel_msw & podcast linked to this account that answers *some of the side Qs. TY @spcummings for hosting tonight. I'll buy the coffee next time I'm in ur area.
Nikkia Spencer @NikkiaTaShawn11
RT @barbarak8924: I think this topic was great.. i know for me i want to travel and still work and this can give one both opportunities. #M...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcumings
As we head to the end of tonight’s chat, I want to thank our Guest Expert tonight, J the Roving Social Worker! Thank you, @Travel_MSW for sharing your insights! #MacroSW https://t.co/4nIBk9ndxn

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Is there anything special you MUST include in your suitcase for each new travel? #MacroSW https://t.co/nilTnykXHZ

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Wonderful chat @Travel_MSW! Thank you for hosting @spcumings & @OfficialMacroSW! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕🎙@spcumings
I want to thank my fellow #MacroSW chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @poliSW

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD @spcumings @CSWE @ASWB @Travel_MSW Q5: It’s informative because it allows different perspectives, platforms and experiences to be considered. It allows a more inclusive approach. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Belated RT but sentiment applies to the end of this #MacroSW chat! Lots of info and insight offered by you - thank you, J! @Travel_MSW #MacroSW
👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@spcummings @Travel_MSW I'd like to know more about how international TravelSW works. I'm not too far away from Canada, so I often wonder how that could work. #macrosw

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
I want to mention that @Travel_MSW wrote an article for The New Social Worker, not on TSW specifically, but on work relationships which relates. https://t.co/zPrfnYjkEy #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: As we head to the end of tonight's chat, I want to thank our Guest Expert tonight, J the Roving Social Worker! Thank you, @…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Is there anything special you MUST include in your suitcase for each new travel? #MacroSW https://t.co/nilTnykXHZ

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙 @spcummings
Special thanks to our #MacrosW Chat Contributors: I also want to thank our chat contributors @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw.

Heather @HV Says Stuff
@spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4: Things that might benefit TSW might benefit us all like having access to mentors online instead of just our local area. Perhaps TSW should have their own support system within the NASW? They might have unique needs? #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Travel_MSW: Y'all, I'm going to keep going answering Qs. Feel free to @ me with #MacroSW # so everyone can see it. I have an IG @ trave...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: A4 I would imagine TSWs would be best able to answer this; that said, maybe through a specialty group, or even the cre...

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings
RT @karenzgoda: Is there anything special you MUST include in your suitcase for each new travel? #MacroSW
https://t.co/nilTnykXHZ

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: A4: @ASWB has been working on reciprocity so that social workers can be more portable. #MacroSW @Travel_MSW

Amber Ried @amber_ried
A5. Drawing attention to the unique challenges TSWs face could help CSWE & ASWB re-consider the way licensing is currently done and perhaps pave the way for licensing reciprocity.
#MacroSW

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
RT @newsocialworker: I want to mention that @Travel_MSW wrote an article for The New Social Worker, not on TSW specifically, but on work re...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @PSmitty2theResQ: A5: I wonder if more exposure to education on travel SW in BSW or MSW programs might be helpful- I am halfway through...

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
@spcummings @Travel_MSW First time participating in a #MacroSW chat and I found it to be very informative. Seeing the different perspectives from other SW's/ future SW's. Can't wait for next week to join another. https://t.co/7ATtbG3DMH

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @newsocialworker: I want to mention that @Travel_MSW wrote an article for The New Social Worker, not on TSW specifically, but on work re...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Belated RT but sentiment applies to the end of this #MacroSW chat! Lots of info and insight offered by you - thank you...

Dr.N.Jones @DrNJonesTSU
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4: @nasw can advocate for things like national licensure, reciprocal credentials, and/or...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
As SWs a large part of our training is about flexibility, responsiveness and heightened awareness of the needs of not only others, but ourselves. We live in an increasingly mobile and transient world, and the need to connect with others wherever we are is paramount. #MacroSW
4/4/2019

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @granditsra: Really appreciate this chat, super informative!! #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
@DonaldRohrman Goals, you are listing my professional goals. #MacroSW

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@spcummings @CSWE @ASWB @Travel_MSW A5: TSW see a larger cross section of the population (clients, agencies, other SW) and can compare and contrast in ways those of us who are static cannot. They might be able to spot trends faster. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ @spcummings
Next Thursday (4/18/19) #MacroSW will discuss Agency Culture: Establishing Balanced Boundaries w/host Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MichelleL Ferri2: @PSmitty2theResQ I was thinking the same exact thing! #macroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @nancykusmaul: @spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4: @nasw can advocate for things like national licensure, reciprocal credentials, and/or...

Amber Ried @amber_ried
@spcummings @Travel_MSW Overall I felt like I learned so much from this discussion! I had never even heard the term Travel Social Worker before. Incredibly interesting and insightful. Thank you! #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: Y'all, I'm going to keep going answering Qs. Feel free to @ me with #MacroSW # so everyone can see it. I have an IG @ trave...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @granditsra: @spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW Providing realistic living wages per area of interest, ensuring an appropriate level of compe...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: Y'all, I'm going to keep going answering Qs. Feel free to @ me with #MacroSW # so everyone can see it. I have an IG @ trave...

Artie Hartsell @artiemhartsell
@Travel_MSW do you have resources folks can read about what travel social work is, especially in a #macrosw way?

Stephen Cummings LISW @spcummings
@amber_ried @Travel_MSW Thanks for joining us, Amber! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: As we head to the end of tonight’s chat, I want to thank our Guest Expert tonight, J the Roving Social Worker! Thank you, @...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Great job, as always, Stephen. #macrosw
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: I want to thank my fellow #MacroSW chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @poliSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker @Travel_MSW I can understand that. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Belated RT but sentiment applies to the end of this #MacroSW chat! Lots of info and insight offered by you - thank you...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: I want to mention that @Travel_MSW wrote an article for The New Social Worker, not on TSW specifically, but on work re...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Special thanks to our #MacrosW Chat Contributors: I also want to thank our chat contributors @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ub...

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW @TheMattSchwartz It doesn’t always.... work as planned #ChronicIllness #CushingSurvivor #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jmasaed1: @spcummings @Travel_MSW First time participating in a #MacroSW chat and I found it to be very informative. Seeing the differ...
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @StuckonSW: @spcummings @ASWB @Travel_MSW Here is the @ASWB website... #movingsocialwork #macrosw
https://t.co/3Q2qMTYiel

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @artiemhartsell: @Travel_MSW do you have resources folks can read about what travel social work is, especially in a #macrosw way?

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @AlyssaLotmore ARGH!!!! Sorry about that!!! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @Jmasaed1 @karenzgoda @spcummings @Travel_MSW Great to hear!! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @Jmasaed1: @spcummings @Travel_MSW First time participating in a #MacroSW chat and I found it to be very informative. Seeing the differe...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @newsocialworker: I want to mention that @Travel_MSW wrote an article for The New Social Worker, not on TSW specifically, but on work re...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW RT @spcummings: I want to thank my fellow #MacroSW chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @poliSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: As we head to the end of tonight's chat, I want to thank our Guest Expert tonight, J the Roving Social Worker! Thank you, @spcummings.

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
Sorry!! Next week is 4/11!!! 4-11 Social Action 108: Coalition Building w/host Rachel L. West @poliSW #MacroSW

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLFerri2
A5: Similar to other people's tweets, I was very unaware of TSWs!! I 100% agree with bringing more awareness about what they do and what it takes to qualify as a TSW #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Special thanks to our MacrosW Chat Contributors: I also want to thank our chat contributors @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubamanda...

Amanda 🪔 @nguyen_amanda
RT @aubree0119: If you're looking to be inspired, listen to this interview with @nguyen_amanda - talk about impact!! Thanks @jejohnson322...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @spcummings @Travel_MSW I'd like to know more about how international TravelSW works. I'm not too far away from Canada,...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️ 🎙️ @spcummings
Good night, everyone!! #MacroSW https://t.co/MFPsevQbrv
Heather @HVSaysStuff
@Travel_MSW I see that even when I work somewhere local. I can see how that's a challenge with TSW #MacroSW

17 minutes ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: Sorry!! Next week is 4/11!!! 4-11 Social Action 108: Coalition Building w/host Rachel L. West @poliSW #MacroSW

17 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @HVSaysStuff: @spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4: Things that might benefit TSW might benefit us all like having access to mentors online...

17 minutes ago

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@karenzgoda @OfficialMacroSW Wine...In a box...haha!! #MacroSW #TSW

17 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: As SWs a large part of our training is about flexibility, responsiveness and heightened awareness of the needs of not onl...

17 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @AlyssaLotmore Pretty sure we're all ready for some rest. #MacroSW https://t.co/amjUzo1sx1

17 minutes ago

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144
Thank you @spcummings and @Travel_MSW for hosting the chat. Looking forward to next weeks chat as well. Till next week #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

16 minutes ago
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @amber_ried: @spcummings @Travel_MSW Overall I felt like I learned so much from this discussion! I had never even heard the term Travel...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: Q5: How does or could this work inform @CSWE & @ASWB? Example, SW edu & licensing issues? #MacroSW @Travel_MSW https://t.co...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @AlyssaLotmore Pretty sure we're all ready for some rest. #MacroSW https://t.co/amjUzo1sx1

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLFerri2
I can’t believe I never heard of TSWs before this chat! #MacroSW

JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
macrosw# A4: More university partnerships with other states or countries? To encourage TSW? #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: @spcummings @nancy_kusmaul @AlyssaLotmore Pretty sure we're all ready for some rest. #MacroSW https://t.co/amjUzo1sx1

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @amber_ried: A4. Licensing could be an issue for TSWs who travel to different states. It’s quite a process to transfer states. Perhaps N...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Sorry!! Next week is 4/11!!! 4-11 Social Action
108: Coalition Building w/host Rachel L. West @poliSW #MacroSW

@spkmind3 @spkmind3
RT @spcummings: Good night, everyone!! #MacroSW
https://t.co/MFPsevQbrv

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: Good night, everyone!! #MacroSW
https://t.co/MFPsevQbrv

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@Richard_G_Boyer @spcummings @nasw @Travel_MSW I didnt even think about working abroad! Good point. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JesseMedina144: Thank you @spcummings and @Travel_MSW for hosting the chat. Looking forward to next weeks chat as well. Till next week...

Helen Petracchi @helen_petracchi
RT @spcummings: Q1:What practice settings would Travel Social Workers (TSW) best fit? #MacroSW https://t.co/jL05BG1XIf

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
13 weeks- hospital 5 months- Navajo Nation as a therapist, had to leave d/t family needs in OH #macroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
Thank you, and good night! #MacroSW
https://t.co/IGX4rBho8s
Margaret Simkins @Magstou 15 minutes ago
This was an amazing experience. Loved reading everyone’s ideas #MacroSW

Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks 14 minutes ago
RT @Travel_MSW: 13 weeks- hospital 5 months- Navajo Nation as a therapist, had to leave d/t family needs in OH #macroSW
https://t.co/dnlnJ...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 14 minutes ago
RT @Travel_MSW: 13 weeks- hospital 5 months- Navajo Nation as a therapist, had to leave d/t family needs in OH #macroSW
https://t.co/dnlnJ...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW 14 minutes ago
She is telling everyone to contribute to my gofundme for conferences in 2019-2020. I will speak for free food and caffeine. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW 14 minutes ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @StuckonSW @nancy_kusmaul @spcumings @ASWB @Travel_MSW Glad to hear that, Sean! We missed you! #MacroSW https://t.co/...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW 14 minutes ago
just me. #MacroSW I will make a list and revive my blog.

Margaret Simkins @Magstou 14 minutes ago
RT @HVSaysStuff: @spcumings @nasw @Travel_MSW A4: Things that might benefit TSW might benefit us all like having access to mentors online...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Thanks and a bow to all the students tonight! I saw you tweeting from Alaska, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania - we love having you participate! #MacroSW https://t.co/SmNk2ehmJ1

JenMunoz @JenMunoz16
Thank you for an interesting chat. @travel_MSW and @spcummings! #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @NikkiaTaShawn11: A5: I only recently became aware that TSW was a thing, so I think that the @NASW could help bring more awareness to th...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @newsocialworker: I think this has been the best #MacroSW discussion in a while! The topic of TSW is fascinating to a lot of folks, I th...

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: I think this has been the best #MacroSW discussion in a while! The topic of TSW is fascinating to a lot of folks, I th...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
#MacroSW Our gifs are the best!

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
#MacroSW as a TSW, you traditionally need a MSW completed with a license. I would suggest reaching out to a specific agency for intern opportunities in the meantime. Also #AmeriCorps!
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @Steven83711208: Thank you for the discussions. I appreciate the personal insight and discussions which were provided. #MacroSW

8 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @granditsra: Really appreciate this chat, super informative!! #MacroSW

8 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @TheMattSchwartz: Wonderful chat @Travel_MSW! Thank you for hosting @spcummings & @OfficialMacroSW! #MacroSW

7 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @spcummings: As we head to the end of tonight’s chat, I want to thank our Guest Expert tonight, J the Roving Social Worker! Thank you, @…

7 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
1,000$ of Ulta products, mostly skin care. 60 pairs of underwear & socks. That jean jacket I always wear. and a few pairs of sunglasses. also 275 lbs of books. #MacroSW

5 minutes ago

shakespeareQuotes @QuotesandPlays
RT @Travel_MSW: 1,000$ of Ulta products, mostly skin care. 60 pairs of underwear & socks. That jean jacket I always wear. and a few pairs of sunglasses.

5 minutes ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
There are agencies that deal with international... I think @socworkpodcast interviewed a someone about that a few years ago. #MacroSW

4 minutes ago
RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
@newsocialworker Thank you, I really should write more for you on TSW. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Travel_MSW: 1,000$ of Ulta products, mostly skin care. 60 pairs of underwear & socks. That jean jacket I always wear. and a few pairs o...
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